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Not long after he signed up, Huang Yu received a private message from his Weibo to his surprise. He was 

invited to attend the press conference, and there was a series of random codes in the private message 

as proof of entry. 

Huang Yu immediately reposted the event’s information to the customer – making forum. 

It was also because of Huang Yu’s repost that there were hundreds of people responding to the press 

conference. Otherwise, there might be even fewer people responding. 

After Huang Yu met up with a few forum friends at the subway station, they headed to the school 

together. On the way, they met a few other forum friends, and the team grew bigger. 

These customers often went to all kinds of activities and were all from the capital Area. As a result, 

many of them knew each other and chatted as they walked. The atmosphere was very relaxed. 

As Huang Yu walked, he couldn’t help but feel puzzled. He said,””Why do I feel like there aren’t many 

people! In the past, there should be a sea of people at such events!” 

The forum members were also discussing spiritedly. 

“Yup! I’ve never heard of this company before ...” 

“Is there a problem with the event? It took me more than an hour to get here by train, don’t waste my 

time ...” 

“I also feel that it’s too cold and cheerless!” 

Someone else said,”Hey!” Since you’re already here, don’t be pretentious. It doesn’t cost us a penny 

anyway, so just take it as a walk! Isn’t it fine for you to just stay at home? It’s not good for your health to 

stare at the computer every day!” 

“You’re right, Dacheng!”Huang Yu laughed. Brothers, since we’re here, we’ll take things as they come!” 

Everyone chatted and laughed, and they soon arrived at the entrance. 

A few slim and beautiful female staff members immediately smiled and greeted them,””Are you here to 

attend the press conference? Please come here to collect your entry pass!” 

Huang Yu and the others came to the registration counter, showed a random serial code, and after 

verification, they received a green entry card with a two – dimensional code printed on it. 

“Everyone, please enter the venue this way!” 

Huang Yu looked at the bags of gifts behind the counter, smiled, and walked toward the entrance 

according to the staff’s instructions. 



They were all regular customers of various events and knew that the gifts were collected at the exit. If 

Yingying gave out the gifts at the beginning, many of the audience members who came for the gifts 

would definitely leave early. 

Thus, Huang Yu and the others began to enter the arena while chatting and laughing. 

At the end of the entrance passage, they swiped the QR code on the admission pass and entered 

smoothly. After that, there was a security check, and they entered the stadium. 

Huang Yu looked at the empty stands and couldn’t help but be stunned for a moment. He muttered to 

himself,””Tsk ... There really aren’t many people here! Did we come early because we remembered the 

time wrong?” 

A friend beside him couldn’t help but take out his phone to look at the event details and said,””The time 

is right!” 

“Forget it,” Huang Yu shook his head and said,”let’s not care about it! Let’s go and find a seat ...” 

In any case, they were here for the gifts. They had already seen bags of gifts at the signing counter, all of 

which were beautifully wrapped. To Huang Yu and the others, this was enough. 

They didn’t care about the number of people or what product was going to be released at the 

conference. 

The seats were also divided into many areas. 

In the middle were naturally reserved seats and the reporter’s stand. On both sides, there were two 

levels of stands for the ordinary audience, which were also divided into several sections. 

Huang Yu and the others quickly found their seats according to the sign on their admission passes. 

As Huang Yu and the other ordinary audience members who came for gifts, curiosity, or other reasons 

entered the venue, the media reporters also began to sign in. 

The treatment of reporters and ordinary audiences was definitely different. If these uncrowned Kings 

were not served well, their writing would be slightly crooked, and that would ruin things. 

Therefore, every reporter who signed in received an envelope containing the transportation fee and a 

bag of gifts. 

The contents of the gift bag were slightly better than the average audience. There was a set of jaded 

skin cream and a new album by Duff. 

Ji Yanwu was a senior reporter from the Red Star society. 

He brought a new reporter who had just been admitted to the society to interview the press conference. 

Along the way, Ji Yanwu was also puzzled. For this kind of press conference, sending a newcomer was 

already giving face. There was nothing wrong with not coming. He really did not understand why the 

leader sent him here, and it was even a task personally assigned by the deputy managing editor. 



Naturally, the Deputy editor would not tell him the cause and effect of the matter. He only solemnly told 

him to do a good job in the interview and specifically reminded him not to put on airs as a big reporter. 

Ji Yanwu had been in this line of work for almost 20 years. To be able to become a senior reporter, he 

was naturally not a stupid person. Therefore, even though the organizer of this press conference was 

unknown and the whole incident was strange, he still attracted enough attention. 

This was the first time the newcomer, little Zhao, was attending a press conference. He was excited and 

nervous at the same time. When he signed in to collect the transportation fee, he was even a little shy, 

unlike Ji Yanwu who was calm. 

The two of them took their things and began to walk into the stadium. 

“Teacher Ji, the color of our envelopes is different from those reporters ‘!” Xiao Zhao whispered. 

Ji Yanwu laughed as if he was used to it and said,””We’re the Red Star society. Can we have the same 

treatment as the media?” 
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Ji Yanwu had long been used to such preferential treatment. Even though it was the same 

transportation fee, as a reporter from a major media company, they always received more than other 

reporters. 

Little Zhao suddenly felt a sense of pride, and he walked with his back straight. 

He looked left and right, then said in confusion,””Teacher Ji, why do I feel like this place is so deserted!” 

Ji Yanwu was also puzzled.”There’s indeed something wrong. Logically speaking, such a large venue 

should be very lively!” 

After entering the stadium through the media channel, Ji Yanwu was even more shocked. In the huge 

Stadium, other than the staff who were doing the final debugging, there were almost no seats at a 

glance. There were only a few audience members sitting in each area. 

“F * ck ... What’s going on ...” Ji Yanwu could not help but mumble to himself. 

After they arrived at the media seats, some familiar reporters came over to greet them. 

“Teacher Ji has come personally!” 

“Yo! Isn’t that Mr. Guo from Huaxin club? You’re also coming here personally?” Ji Yanwu laughed and 

said,”little Zhao, quickly say hello. Teacher Guo is a Big Shot in our line of work!” 

“Hello, teacher Guo, please give me your guidance!” Little Zhao quickly greeted him respectfully. 



Reporter Guo nodded with a smile and said,””Teacher Ji, I’ve been to God knows how many events in 

my life, but this is the first time I’ve encountered such a scene ... What are the organizers up to?” 

“Who knows?” Ji Yanwu replied with a bitter smile. 

As he chatted with reporter Guo, he looked around. 

In fact, when he saw reporter Guo, he was already a little surprised. Then, he saw many familiar peers in 

the press box. They were all senior reporters from the central media, which made him even more 

shocked. 

Although he did not verify it, Ji Yanwu knew that these experienced reporters must have been sent by 

their superiors, just like him. 

Otherwise, an event like this would not have attracted so many experienced reporters. 

It seemed that the organizer of this event was quite capable! Ji Yanwu said in his heart. 

He also secretly made up his mind that even if the entire Stadium was empty today, he would write a 

colorful report when he returned. He must not cause himself any trouble. 

...... 

When Ji Yanwu and Xiao Zhao entered the venue earlier, Feng Jing had brushed past them and heard 

their conversation. Knowing that these two were reporters from the Red Star society, the worried Feng 

Jing felt a little relieved. 

She walked to the media reception and asked,””How many reporters have arrived?” 

The staff member immediately handed the check – in book to Feng Jing and said,””Director Feng, most 

of the media that we’ve invited have sent people over. There are also a few Beijing local media that we 

didn’t send an invitation to have an interview with us!” 

“Really?” Feng Rao was stunned. 

She took a look at the signed documents. Just as the staff member had said, there were many media 

reporters present. In fact, the reporters from the Red Star society, Hua Xin society, national television, 

and other Super Media outlets were all present. 

Looking at the densely packed check – in books, Feng Jing felt a little more at ease. 

However, at the thought of the empty Hall, she couldn’t help but frown. It was useless even if all the 

media reporters were here! If no one came to participate, wouldn’t it be even more embarrassing? 

Feng Jing walked over to the audience’s registration counter and asked,””How many people are in the 

audience?” 

The staff member looked worried and said,””Director Feng, there were only four to five hundred people 

... A few of them came here to take a look and then went back ...” 

Four to five hundred people in the stadium with more than fifteen thousand seats was no different from 

an empty space. 



Feng Jing couldn’t help but shake her head and asked,””Have you guys seen the chairman?” 

The staff member shook his head and said,”I’ve been paying attention!” I didn’t see the chairman 

come!” 

Feng Rao couldn’t help but curse in her heart. The fire was about to burn their eyebrows, and this guy 

was still playing the disappearing game. What the hell was he doing? 

Just as she was about to call Xia ruofei, she heard the staff say loudly,””Boss Feng, the chairman is 

here!” 
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Xia ruofei was wearing a tailored Breoni suit. He had an otherworldly and clean temperament, which 

made him look even more handsome. 

However, Feng Rao was not in the mood to look at the handsome man. She immediately walked up to 

Xia ruofei when she saw him. 

Xia ruofei greeted him with a smile.””Boss Feng, I just walked around, and the venue is well decorated! 

It’s quite impressive ...” 

“Chairman, you’re still in the mood to look at the venue?” Feng Rao asked anxiously. The fire is already 

burning our eyebrows here ...” 

Xia ruofei pretended to be confused and asked,””What’s wrong? I think it’s pretty good! Everything is in 

order!” 

Feng Rao couldn’t help but stomp her feet and said,””What else? We’ve put on such a big show, but 

there are only a few hundred people in the audience. Now, there are more reporters than the audience. 

Isn’t this a joke?” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”don’t worry!” You won’t be a joke!” 

Feng Rao looked at the cold and empty outer field and said with a bitter smile,”Chairman, it’s not that I 

don’t believe you, but look at the current situation ... There’s less than an hour before the press 

conference starts, and how many people have come?” 

“Don’t worry, don’t worry,” Xia ruofei said with a smile.”I won’t let you do a one – man show!” 

As they were talking, Xia ruofei’s phone rang. He looked at the caller ID and smiled. “Aren’t they here 

already?” 

He picked up the phone and asked,”what’s the situation?” Didn’t I tell you to come earlier ... Traffic jam 

... Damn, when is there no traffic jam in the capital? Why didn’t you organize your men to set off earlier 

... Alright, alright, I’ll be at the entrance, I’ll just come over!” 



Xia ruofei put his phone into his pocket and smiled at Feng Jing.””Boss Feng, don’t worry. A huge wave 

of viewers will be here soon!” 

“Really?” Feng Rao was a little skeptical. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”when have I ever been unreliable?” Get everyone to move, there will be a lot 

of people who want to enter later, so just issue the admission passes directly!” 

Just as Xia ruofei was speaking, one of the staff members exclaimed in surprise,””They’re coming, 

they’re coming. There are so many buses!” 

Feng Rao quickly turned around and her mouth was also wide open in surprise. 

He saw a row of buses driving over from afar. The long convoy was so long that he couldn’t see the end 

at a glance. A conservative estimate was that there were at least dozens of buses. 

Moreover, these buses were all painted in the same red color and had a  that everyone was very familiar 

with. 

Feng Rao rubbed her eyes and exclaimed in surprise,”Kyokuboku company?” 

Kyokuboku gaming company was a famous e – commerce company in China. It had been developing 

rapidly in the past few years and had formed a strong momentum to catch up with the well – deserved 

Big e – commerce company in the country, the gold mining company. It occupied a large share in the 

fiercely competitive e – commerce industry. 

Kyobei shopping mall was listed in the United States in 2014, and its market value had already exceeded 

60 billion US dollars. The gap between it and the three Giants of the Internet industry was very small, 

and it was definitely worthy of being called the upstart of the Internet industry. 

With so many buses from kyokuboku shopping mall coming over all of a sudden, could it be that the 

employees of kyokuboku shopping mall were all here to support peach blossom company’s new product 

launch? Feng Rao found it unbelievable. 

Just as she was immersed in her shock, the first car had already driven to the entrance and slowly 

stopped. 

The bus door opened and a few people got off first. 

Feng Jing saw Xia ruofei’s friend, song Rui, and another young man in branded clothes get out of the car. 

Walking with them was a middle – aged man with short hair and a well – ironed suit. Feng Jing couldn’t 

help but gasp when she saw this man. 

This was the founder and CEO of the famous jingbei company, Liu Dong. He was a legendary 

businessman who came from a rural area in Northern Jiangsu and started his career from scratch in 

Beijing. To think that he would also attend the conference of paradise Corporation made Feng Jing feel 

like she was in a dream. 

While Feng Jing was still in a daze, Xia ruofei had already walked up to her with a smile. 



“Song Rui, Zheng bang, thank you for your hard work!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”this must be 

President Liu of kyokuboku group! I’ve long heard of your name! I’ve long heard of your great name!” 

Zheng bang was also song Rui’s good friend. He was one of the nouveau riches that song Rui had called 

out to introduce to Xia ruofei. This time, Xia ruofei had asked song Rui to take care of it. Zheng bang and 

the others had been mobilized by song Rui to help. 

Liu Dong had his signature smile on his face as he shook hands with Xia ruofei.”Hello, President Xia!” 

“Thank you, President Liu, for your strong support!” Xia ruofei said with a gentle smile. 

“I should, I should!” Liu Dong said,”I’m good friends with both young master Song and young master 

Zheng. Young master Zheng even owns shares in our group!” 

Liu Dong’s voice had a hint of a Northern Jiangsu accent, and it was that little bit of rustic tone that 

made him more approachable. 

At this moment, Feng Rao also came back to her senses and walked over. Xia ruofei smiled and 

said,””Chief Liu, let me introduce you to our company’s general manager, Feng Jing. Boss Feng, I don’t 

think I need to introduce boss Liu!” 

“Hello, President Liu!” Feng Jing quickly greeted. I’ve long heard of you ...” 

Liu Dong was a legend in the Chinese business world. As an outstanding professional manager, Feng Jing 

naturally admired him, even worshiping Him. 

Liu Dong shook Feng Jing’s hand and chuckled,””Hello, President Feng!” 

Then, Liu Dong smiled at Xia ruofei and said,””President Xia, your company is very good – looking!” 
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He was complimenting both Xia ruofei and Feng Jing. Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment before he 

smiled and said, ” ” That can’t be compared to President Liu. Your wife is the face of the company in 

kyokuboku! ” 

Liu Dong’s wife was many years younger than him. She was the famous campus Belle of Shuimu 

University and had once been very popular on the internet. She was so beautiful, a top student, and 

even married a billionaire. She was definitely a natural winner in life! 

“Ruofei, don’t forget that President Liu is face-blind. He doesn’t know if his wife is pretty or not ...”Song 

Rui came over and said. 

Everyone burst into laughter, and Liu Dong could not help but smile bitterly. 



Liu Dong had once said that he was face-blind in the previous show. He had married such a beautiful 

wife, but he insisted that he was face-blind because he saw the other party’s kind heart. Wasn’t this the 

rhythm of attracting hatred? 

Therefore, there were countless jokes about Liu Dong’s face blindness on the internet at that time. 

Therefore, song Rui’s teasing words naturally caused everyone to laugh. 

After the small talk, Xia ruofei called out, ” “President Feng, please organize everyone to enter the 

venue!” 

Feng Jing came back to her senses and quickly called for the staff to prepare the entrance passes. Xia 

ruofei personally accompanied song Rui, Zheng bang, and Liu Dong into the venue. 

At this time, kyokuboku group’s off-duty employees began to get off the bus. Xia ruofei’s eyes focused 

on them. He realized that these employees were all wearing the same t-shirt with paradise corporation’s  

printed on it. On the front, there was also a poster of Daphne holding the Jade skin cream. 

Feng Rao also noticed it immediately, and she couldn’t help but reveal a pleasantly surprised expression. 

Xia ruofei did not know about this. He pointed at the employees and asked, ” “Song Rui, what’s going 

on? ” 

Liu Dong smiled and said, ” President Xia, I arranged it. After young master Zheng told me about this a 

few days ago, I asked the logistics department to urgently contact the manufacturers to make these 

advertising jerseys. Not only are our employees wearing them, but there are also many in the cars 

behind us. I guarantee that everyone in the audience today will have one! ” 

Xia ruofei was touched and said, ” ” Boss Liu, you’re so thoughtful. Thank you! Thank you! ” 

Liu Dong chuckled.”It’s a piece of cake. The  and poster were downloaded from your company’s official 

website by our publicity department. The resolution isn’t particularly good, and we’re in a hurry, so we’ll 

just make do with it!” 

“It’s already very good!” Xia ruofei was touched.”Mr. Liu, thank you so much. Come, come, come, this 

way please!” 

Xia ruofei personally led Liu Dong and the others into the stadium. After arranging for them to sit in the 

front row, he asked Zheng bang to help with Liu Dong. Then, he walked out with song Rui to remind him 

that kyokuboku entertainment was not the only audience that song Rui helped to organize. 

Kyokuboku gaming company’s base camp was in Beijing, but the employees that could be transferred, 

including the basic – Level courier, plus the relatives and friends they could bring, were only a few 

thousand people in total. It was definitely not enough to rely on their support alone. 

The audience of kyokuboku group was dressed in the same uniform and entered the venue in an orderly 

manner under the guidance of the staff. 

The reporters who were originally whispering in the quiet venue were also attracted by this scene, and 

they all took out their cameras to take pictures. 



As the thousands of people slowly entered the venue, a few areas were immediately filled to the brim. 

Huang Yu and the others no longer felt that the place was so empty that it was scary. 

“See that?” Huang Yu said with a smile. I told you that this company wouldn’t make a mistake of its 

own! They’ve booked such a big venue, how could they slap their own faces?” 

“This can’t be the Internet Water Army hired by the organizer, right?” one of the forum members 

teased. 

Someone immediately retorted,”are the organizers crazy?” Hiring so many fake reviewers to make up 

the numbers? Why would I? Isn’t it better to just reserve a smaller venue?” 

These moneymakers didn’t know that the audience who entered later, in a sense, were really 

considered fake reviewers, but they weren’t hired by the Paradise Corporation. 

Xia ruofei and song Rui chatted as they walked out. 

“Great job, young master Song!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you actually managed to invite Liu Dong!” 

“Who are you?” Song Rui boasted,”I care more about your matters than my own! Can I not do it for 

you?” 

“There’s still half an empty seat in the audience!” Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”can you fill them up?” 

“Hold me responsible if you can’t fill it up!” Song Rui said. 

Xia ruofei patted song Rui’s shoulder and said,””My good brother, I didn’t go to Song Wei for your sake 

in vain!” 

Song Rui’s face was full of smiles when he heard that. He asked,””RUO Fei, do you think that girl Song 

Wei helped me? Why do I feel like Yiyi’s attitude towards me hasn’t changed at all?” 

Xia ruofei glanced at song Rui and said,””Little comrade, you can’t eat hot tofu if you’re impatient, you 

know? Song Wei’s actions were subtle and it took time! Besides, with your carefree personality, even if 

Zhuo Yiyi had some subtle changes, I don’t think you’d be able to tell ... 

Song Rui scratched his head and thought for a while, then smiled.””I really didn’t feel anything ...” 

“Alright, alright! Help me finish up the press conference first!” Xia ruofei said,”don’t keep talking about 

that trivial matter!” 

“Fine, fine, fine, you’re the Lord, alright!” Song Rui said. 

As the two of them arrived at the entrance, Feng Jing’s worried expression was replaced with high 

spirits. She personally led the staff to hand out admission passes to the audience who had yet to enter 

the venue. 

Seeing Xia ruofei walk over, Feng Jing put down her work and walked over.””Chairman, you’re so 

awesome!” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”It’s all song Rui’s credit. I just moved my lips!” 

“This is just the first wave. There will be more coming in soon!” Song Rui said. 



“Many thanks, young master Song!” Feng Rao said sincerely. 

“You’re welcome,” song Rui said with a smile.”Just call me song Rui like RUO Fei!” 

“Sure!” Feng Rao said with a smile. 

Then, Feng Rao said to Xia ruofei,””Chairman, you’ve really given me a surprise today!” 

“I’m pretty reliable, aren’t I?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. 

“He’s reliable! I’ll give you a surprise too!” Feng Rao said with a smile. 

“What surprise?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“It’s a secret!” Feng Rao said mysteriously. 

“Hey! You’re still keeping me in suspense!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”sure! Then I’ll be waiting for your 

surprise!” 

The school’s security guards were also busy guiding the bus. After the bus from kyokuboku group 

alighted, it was quickly guided to leave from the other side and parked on the nearby roadside. 

Soon, more buses arrived. 

In a short while, the audience that song Rui had helped to contact came in waves. 

Feng Rao couldn’t help but feel overwhelmed. Weiping mall, Huamei mall, Jumei mall ... Even the gold – 

panning group, the leader of the e – commerce industry with its headquarters in Jiangsu and Zhejiang 

Province, had sent the boss of the Beijing branch with hundreds of employees to support them. 

Many of song Rui’s good – for – nothing friends had also come. Like Zheng bang, their task was to help 

contact the major e – commerce platforms. Of course, there were also people in charge of the media. 

Otherwise, Ji Yanwu and the other old reporters would not have been sent to interview such a press 

conference. 

In just a short while, Feng Jing had met more than half of the country’s e – commerce bosses, and her 

brain was almost numb. 

However, she vaguely understood Xia ruofei’s intention. He was not just trying to increase the 

popularity of the press conference. He was also thinking about the problem of future sales channels! 

Feng Rao’s heart burned with passion at the thought of this. 

It was almost time for the press conference to start, and the audience was almost all gathered. Feng Jing 

didn’t linger at the entrance, but instead went backstage to prepare for the press conference. 

When they entered the stadium, Feng Jing saw that the seats were almost full, and her heart settled 

down. 

She glanced at Xia ruofei, who was chatting happily with Liu Dong and the other big bosses of e – 

commerce. A smile appeared on her face, and she walked backstage. 
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At twoo’ clock in the afternoon, the warm – up music gradually weakened, and the lights in the venue 

also slowly dimmed. 

The spotlight shone on the entrance of the stage, and everyone stopped chatting and looked in the 

direction of the stage. 

Backstage, Feng Jing, who had changed into a black professional suit and put on light makeup, put on a 

microphone with the help of Liu Qian. She held a remote control for a PowerPoint presentation. After 

taking a deep breath, she walked onto the stage with a confident smile on her face. 

The spotlight followed Feng Jing’s footsteps to the center of the stage. 

Feng Rao could only see darkness below the stage, but she couldn’t see clearly. However, the grand 

stage, the huge screen behind her, and the huge Stadium all made her feel like she was in a dream. 

She took a deep breath, then pressed the remote control button on the PowerPoint. A deep starry sky 

immediately appeared on the big screen behind her. The stars gathered from the distant deep space, 

and finally formed a few big flashing words on the screen, which were the peach blossom company’s 

new product launch. 

At the same time, Feng Jing said,””Ladies, gentlemen, and friends! I’m Feng Jing, the General Manager 

of paradise Corporation. Today, our company will be launching an epoch – making new product! Before 

the press conference officially begins, please allow me to introduce the guests!” 

Then, Feng Jing picked up the cue card in her hand. On it was a name list that her team had compiled a 

few minutes ago. She glanced at it and smiled.”The founder and CEO of kyokuboku group, Mr. Liu 

Dong!” 

Liu Dong stood up unhurriedly, buttoned the first button of his suit, and bowed slightly to the audience 

in a very elegant manner. 

A small half of the audience were the kyokuboku group’s employees and their family members. The rest 

of the audience had also heard of Liu Dong’s name, so they immediately gave him a warm round of 

applause. 

“Ms. Zhong Yuan, general manager of the gold rush group’s Beijing branch!” 

“Mr. Shen Zhou, the Chairman and CEO of Weiping mall!” 

“Jumei mall’s CEO, Mr. Cheng Cheng!” 

...... 

Behind each name, there was a powerful e – commerce company. 



It was rare for an unknown company to have so many bosses in the e – commerce industry attending an 

ordinary new product launch. 

The old reporters in the media stands had already sensitively discovered the news point. They kept 

taking photos and videos, and some had already begun to draft a script. No matter what the content of 

today’s press conference was, it would be quite a hot piece of news. 

After introducing the guests, Feng Rao went straight to the point. 

“Today, I’m bringing you a magical product. Its name is jaded skin cream! It’s a skin care product with 

unimaginable effects. We have great confidence that the jaded skin cream will be a phenomenal skin 

care product!” 

After speaking, Feng Jing pressed the PowerPoint on the remote control in her hand, and the words 

“Jade skin cream” appeared on the huge screen. 

There was no unnecessary background or gaudy decorations. It was the most popular minimalistic style. 

“Now, I’ll introduce our jaded skin cream to everyone.” Feng Rao pressed the button on the remote 

control and said,”first, it’s all – Natural!” 

The words ‘all – Natural’ appeared on the screen. Feng Jing continued,””This is a product that our 

company’s research team has developed with full intellectual property after arduous research and 

development. The jaded skin cream is made of pure natural Chinese medicine without any chemical 

ingredients. I can guarantee this with the reputation of our company and accept the supervision of the 

society, media, and relevant institutions at any time!” 

Feng Jing pressed a PowerPoint on the remote control, and a series of data appeared below the words 

“all – Natural” on the big screen. It listed the number of precious herbs and procedures of the Jade skin 

cream. 

As Feng Jing spoke on stage, Xia ruofei kept a smile on his face. While he was paying attention to Feng 

Jing’s performance, he was also paying attention to the reactions of the CEOs around him, the media 

reporters, and the ordinary audience. 

In all fairness, the previous introduction didn’t attract much attention from the public – which cosmetic 

and skin care product wasn’t pure natural or Traditional Chinese Medicine from Xuancheng? This 

concept had been overused, but the real natural Chinese medicine product, the jaded skin ointment, 

could not stimulate everyone’s excitement. 

However, this was also a necessary part. Even if it was overused, the introduction still had to be done. 

Besides, Xia ruofei had confidence in Feng Jing. Although he had not seen the last PowerPoint, he 

believed that Feng Jing would not follow the old routine and hold a simple press conference. 

Sure enough, after Feng Jing introduced a few key words in succession and the audience started to feel 

drowsy, she threw out the last key word. 

The effect was heaven – defying! 



When these words appeared on the big screen, the audience, the media, and the guest seats 

immediately buzzed with discussion. 

Wasn’t this too exaggerated? 

Feng Rao stood confidently in the middle of the stage and waited for the audience to quiet down a little 

before she smiled and said,””I’m sure a lot of people think that I’m exaggerating, but I want to tell you 

that compared to similar products, the definition of jaded skin cream we gave is not exaggerated at all! 

I’ll prove this to everyone through various means later!” 

Feng Jing paused for a moment before she continued,””This time, our paradise Corporation is launching 

a new product, jaded skin cream. We are very fortunate to have invited the International Movie star, 

miss Daphne, to be the spokesperson for this product. Now, please enjoy a short video!” 

 

? 

Chapter 1186: Jaded skin ointment press conference (2) 

 

Duff was considered an a – list celebrity internationally, and she just happened to be filming in China 

recently, so her exposure was much higher than before. So when Feng Jing mentioned her name, it also 

caused a wave of exclamations. 

The audience, who had initially thought otherwise, began to waver in their conclusions. This was the 

effect of a star. 

The screen slowly dimmed as Feng Jing walked to the side of the stage. 

At this time, the short video officially began to play. As soon as it came out, it showed the beautiful 

scene of a small bridge and flowing water, green mountains and gurgling mountain springs. The 

background music used a guzheng and a Xiao. In such a scene, the ethereal feeling of the Xiao and the 

melodious feeling of the guzheng complemented each other. 

Then, the scene changed. A white – robed Duff was walking barefooted in a stream. As the stream rose, 

a peach tree fluttered down. Amid the fluttering petals, Duff looked like a flower Fairy as she slowly 

entered the painting. 

Following that, there were scenes of Duff occasionally stopping by the stream to pick one or two herbs. 

Then, the camera turned to a thatched cottage by the water. Duff, who was dressed in white, crushed 

the herbs into a mortar, ground them, and then boiled them. 

In the end, Duff was holding a small bowl with the completed jaded skin ointment in it. 

She carefully applied the ointment on her face, and then a fast – forwarded scene appeared on the 

screen. The shaking of the grass and the flow of the stream became several times faster than normal. 

The rustling was telling the audience the passage of time in the language of the camera. 



In the last scene, Duff appeared by the stream. She washed the ointment off her face with the water and 

raised her head slightly to face the sun. Her cheeks were crystal clear like cream. Under the sunlight, 

they seemed to be shrouded in a layer of Holy brilliance. 

Duff lowered her head and admired her beautiful face in the reflection of the stream. An extremely pure 

smile appeared on her face. 

At this time, the scene gradually darkened, and the music gradually faded away. 

The entire short video ended. 

The entire audience, guests, and reporters seemed to be immersed in the beautiful scene. For a short 

moment, the entire venue was very quiet, followed by a burst of warm applause. 

The short film was shot beautifully. Whether it was the graphics, special effects, or camera handling, 

they were all at the level of a master. They were exquisite, beautiful, and fascinating. 

From the beginning to the end, Duff didn’t say a single line, and the short film didn’t have any words 

about jaded skin cream, but she used the way of telling stories to highlight the two most important 

features of jaded skin cream: pure, natural, and effective. 

It could be said that this video, from the conception to the shooting to the post – production, was full of 

ingenuity. 

If one didn’t know that this was an advertisement, they would think that it was a trailer for a Xianxia 

movie. 

Feng Jing was very satisfied with the first publicity video she released. 

She didn’t know that the video had not only shocked the audience, but also attracted a lot of attention 

on the internet. 

Xia ruofei had specifically instructed that the conference had to be broadcast live on the main online 

video and live streaming platforms. 

Although paradise corporation’s reputation wasn’t loud enough, the traffic on these well – known online 

platforms and live streaming platforms was amazing. Banner’s launch conference advertisement was 

placed in an eye – catching position on the front page, and it was also hung on so many websites at the 

same time, so it naturally attracted netizens to click on it. 

And before the press conference began, there were so many e – commerce big shots appearing at the 

same time, which increased the interest of many netizens. Some even called their friends over to watch 

Yingying, especially entrepreneurs like Liu Dong, who had his own internet popularity attribute. His own 

appeal was also very great. 

As soon as the video was played, the surveillance back – end of major video websites discovered that 

the traffic of peach blossom company’s press conference had increased greatly. 

On a well – known bullet screen website, the live broadcast window was instantly covered with bullet 

comments. 



“This video is too awesome!” 

“666666” 

“Doff is my goddess ...” 

“I’ve become a fan of Daphne!” 

“I’m suddenly very interested in this jaded skin cream!” 

“Paradise Corporation. I’ll remember this name today!” 

“I couldn’t help but drag the progress back to take a look again. I was told that I wasn’t alone!” 

“You’re not alone!” 

“You’re not alone +1 ” 

“You’re not alone +2 ” 

...... 

At the Beijing University of Technology’s Stadium, Feng Jing walked back to the stage with confidence. 

She smiled and said,”as everyone knows, miss Dave is currently filming in China. Today, we are very 

fortunate to have invited miss Dave to the press conference!” In order to attend today’s press 

conference, she specially asked for leave from the production team. On behalf of paradise Corporation, I 

would like to express my sincere gratitude to miss Daphne! Now, let us welcome miss Duff with a round 

of applause!” 

Duff had been waiting backstage the whole time. Other than Xia ruofei and the rest of the company’s 

team, no one knew that Duff was there as well. It was another big surprise. 

The audience couldn’t help but cheer and clap. Even Huang Yu and the other professional players 

couldn’t help but applaud. 

Huang Yu clapped and said,””Today’s press conference is worth the price. Even if there aren’t any gifts, 

it’s worth it to be able to see Duff in person!” 

“You didn’t spend any money at all, okay?” one of the forum members said mercilessly. 

“You don’t need to pay for a taxi? The subway doesn’t cost money!” Huang Yu said stubbornly. 

“You’re so stingy ...” 

Duff walked onto the stage in a tube – Top gown with a charming smile on her face. 

Feng Rao was also very good – looking, and the two of them were quite a sight to behold. 

Feng Jing smiled and hugged Duff lightly. This scene instantly made many of Duff’s fans envious. They all 

wished they could switch places with Feng Jing. 

The traffic of the online live broadcast once again broke through the peak, and the bullet comments 

flashed non – stop. The live broadcast window could not be seen clearly at all. 



Feng Rao smiled.”Welcome, Ms. Duff. The short film has a strong Chinese feel to it. What do you think?” 

“It’s great!”Duff said. I feel like I’ve become a fairy from Chinese legends. To be honest, after seeing the 

edited product, I couldn’t believe that it was me ...” 

Duff’s answer immediately attracted a wave of friendly laughter. Feng Jing considered the fact that 

some of the audience’s English wasn’t very good, as well as the netizens who were watching the 

livestream, so she translated her question and Duff’s answer in Chinese. 

“Ms. Duff,” Feng Rao said,”you’re one of the users of the jaded skin cream. Can you please share your 

experience with the audience?” 

“Of course, no problem!” Duff took the microphone and said,”what I want to say can be summed up 

into one word, and that is incredible! The jaded skin cream is too magical, its effects make me 

dumbfounded! China was truly a magical ancient country. Chinese medicine was like magic! Some 

seemingly ordinary plants could actually create such magical skin care products. This simply subverted 

my understanding! What I want to tell everyone is that after using the jaded skin cream, I’ve abandoned 

all other skin care products. In addition, I’ve completely fallen in love with this beautiful and magical 

country!” 

Although everyone knew that Daphne was the spokesperson of paradise Corporation, they would 

definitely put in a good word for her. After all, she was working for someone who was paid! 

However, her praise still surprised everyone. Her evaluation was really too high! One could tell that it 

wasn’t just for show. 

Furthermore, as an international a – list celebrity, Duff’s words naturally gave the people of the country 

a sense of pride. 

“Thank you for your affirmation, miss Duff,” Feng Rao said with a smile. Finally, what else do you want 

to say to your fans?” 

Duff’s appearance was just a small part of the show. She would be interviewed for a few questions and 

then have a few words with her fans. 

Furthermore, Feng Jing had considered the fact that da Fu was currently filming a movie and needed 

publicity, so she had asked her to speak a few more words to the fans. 

Under normal circumstances, a celebrity would definitely take the opportunity to appeal to everyone to 

support her new movie. 

To Feng Jing’s surprise, Duff didn’t mention the movie at all. She said,””After the jaded skin cream is 

launched, please support it! My evaluation just now was definitely not exaggerated at all. Finally, I’ll tell 

everyone a little secret! I didn’t charge any fees for the endorsement of paradise Corporation, it’s 

completely free! As for the reason, I’m sure you already know ...” 

After she finished speaking, she winked at the camera mischievously and then walked down the stage 

with elegant steps. 

 



? 

Chapter 1187: Feng Jing’s surprise (1) 

 

After saying that, Duff left the stage. Her words caused a heated discussion both online and offline. The 

entire venue buzzed with disbelief. 

As an international a – list celebrity, Duff’s status was very high. She had taken time off from the 

production team to shoot a promotional video for paradise Corporation and had even taken leave from 

the production team to come to the press conference stage. For a big star, this was already a lot of 

energy. 

And all of this was free, which was even more unbelievable. 

Could it be that this jaded skin cream was really that good? He could actually get a celebrity of Duff’s 

status to endorse for free? 

In fact, Duff was only talking about the fact that it was free of charge. She was a little cunning and 

deliberately didn’t say that the reason was that the boss of paradise Corporation was friends with her 

boss. This was to deliberately lead everyone to misunderstand. 

Just as everyone was in a heated discussion, Feng Jing didn’t want to give them any time to rest. She had 

all her big news waiting for the finale! 

After Duff left the stage, Feng Jing immediately smiled and said,””Our jaded skin cream is in the final 

stage of development. We’ve invited many people to try it out. I’d like to invite everyone to listen to 

what they have to say through a short video!” 

After speaking, Feng Jing pressed the PowerPoint on the remote control, and the big screen started 

playing the video. 

When Feng Jing walked to the side of the stage, she winked at Xia ruofei with a smile. 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment. At this time, the big screen had already started playing the video. 

The first person to come out was Tang Yitian’s wife, Jennifer. 

Holding a trial bottle of jaded skin cream in her hand, Jennifer had a charming smile on her face as she 

said to the camera,””The jaded skin cream is the most magical skin care product I’ve ever used, there’s 

no other! The wonders of Chinese medicine have really opened my eyes ...” 

Looking at Jennifer, who was praising the jaded skin cream on the screen, Xia ruofei was a little dazed. 

He really did not know that Feng Jing had arranged such a segment. 

And Jennifer’s appearance almost made the online and offline audience boil with excitement. 

Compared to Duff, the Starlight on Jennifer’s Body was obviously more dazzling, or perhaps the two 

were not on the same level at all. 



Although Jennifer had faded out of the entertainment industry, her dazzling past had never 

disappeared. The trophies she won were like monuments and she had become a legend in the 

entertainment industry. 

Moreover, she had not completely left the entertainment industry. She just stopped performing specific 

acting activities. The entertainment company she was in charge of was well – known around the world. 

So, one could imagine Jennifer’s influence. She had countless fans in China, and even Lin Qiao, who used 

to live in a small fishing village, was her admirer. 

What was commendable was that Jennifer spoke Chinese throughout the entire process. Although she 

still had a hint of a foreigner’s unique accent, it was already quite standard. 

As always, she liked to use idioms. She used three or four idioms in a short speech, but fortunately, they 

were all quite appropriate. 

The moment Jennifer appeared on the bullet screen website, all the bullet screens paused for a 

moment, but that was because everyone was so surprised that they had completely forgotten to type. 

So when the netizens came back to their senses, the bullet screen gushed out even more crazily. 

“My God! The goddess Jennifer!” 

“This company is too awesome! It was too awesome! He’s so, so, so awesome ...” 

“Jennifer is at the platform! I’ll buy this product even if it’s just a pile of dog shit!” 

“The one who said dog shit really has a weird taste! But I can tell that they must be Jennifer’s true fans!” 

“The goddess is still as elegant as before! It’s even more flavorful now ...” 

“I can’t take it anymore, I can’t take it anymore. My heart can’t take it anymore when I see the 

goddess!” 

“Am I the only one who noticed that the goddess Jennifer was speaking Chinese?” 

“The village’s network is connected! Jennifer’s husband was a Chinese. The news had reported that her 

Chinese was very good! But I’ve seen it for myself today. It’s really quite standard!” 

“I think Jennifer is so cute when she speaks Chinese!” 

...... 

The audience could not help but discuss among themselves. There was a burst of buzzing in the venue, 

and even what Jennifer said in the video could not be heard clearly. Fortunately, the video was 

accompanied by subtitles. 

After Jennifer finished her words of praise, the image flashed and another person appeared. 

The audience and netizens didn’t even have time to let out a long sigh before their attention was 

immediately attracted by the person in the video. 

It was another a – list international actress, Angela. Graff. 



After Angela, it was Natalie’s turn to be the winner of the Cannes Best Actress Award. 

Then, Catherine, Juliana, Helena ... 

One by one, they appeared. They were all internationally famous female stars and models. Everyone 

was almost numb to it. Many people even thought that they were dreaming because this was simply too 

unbelievable. 

With so many international a – listers supporting a new product from an unknown company in China, it 

was completely beyond everyone’s imagination. This world was too crazy! 

Even Liu Dong and the other e – commerce bigshots were shocked by Feng Jing’s arrangement. 

Liu Dong’s jaw dropped as he watched the International female stars appear one after another on the 

screen. His face was filled with shock. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but look at Feng Jing. 

 

? 

Chapter 1188: Feng Jing’s surprise (2) 

 

Feng Jing was standing in the shadows, but her eyes were very bright. Xia ruofei could immediately feel 

that Feng Jing was looking at him. He could even see Feng Jing giving him a cheeky smile. 

This was clearly the ‘surprise’ Feng Jing was talking about. 

Once the video was played, Xia ruofei’s heart was at ease. 

With this, it was hard for the jaded skin ointment not to become popular. 

The jaded skin cream was a rare good product, and its skin care effects far exceeded those expensive 

similar products on the market. 

What it lacked was brand awareness. If it were to develop step by step, with the quality of the jaded skin 

cream, it would naturally be able to develop and grow quickly. However, Xia ruofei felt that the speed 

was too slow, so he had today’s press conference which seemed to be a little self – important. 

From the looks of it, due to Feng Jing’s ample preparation, the results of this press conference would far 

exceed their expectations. 

For the media, with so many international female stars promoting a domestic skin care product, this in 

itself was a hot topic worth hyping up. 

Besides, Xia ruofei also believed that the internet must be in an uproar. 

And that was the truth. 

Feng Xiaolong was a technical staff member of the well – known video website youdou. It was his turn 

to be on duty this afternoon. 



He saw that in the background monitoring data, the traffic of a certain live broadcast link continued to 

rise, especially towards the end. More and more data requests flooded in, and it was simply growing 

exponentially. 

Feng Xiaolong subconsciously thought that the website had been hacked. 

He quickly typed on the keyboard and checked the status of the various ports on the website, but he did 

not find any traces of intrusion. 

Xiaolong clicked on the data related to the livestream link, feeling a little strange. With his rich 

experience, he quickly realized that these were all normal connection requests, not an attack by 

hackers. 

He quickly picked up the phone and asked for instructions from his superior while he began to allocate 

the server and bandwidth resources. After getting permission from his superior, he quickly doubled the 

server resources for this live stream channel and tilted the bandwidth resources to it. 

The difficult situation of the interview began to ease quickly, and Feng Xiaolong was slightly relieved. 

After he took a sip of water, his curiosity was piqued, so he clicked on the live link and pulled the 

progress bar back to the time when the traffic had clearly peaked. 

Feng Xiaolong almost spat out the water in his mouth when he saw it. 

He quickly swallowed his saliva and dragged the progress bar forward. Then, he stared at it without 

blinking. 

A similar situation was happening at the same time on several major video websites that paradise 

Corporation had bought advertising spots for. 

At the Beijing University of Technology’s Stadium. 

After the short video finished playing, Feng Jing walked up to the stage with a smile. 

She gently pressed the PowerPoint Remote control, and two large words appeared on the big screen. 

There was a big question mark behind the two words. 

The finale of the press conference was naturally the price announcement. 

The audience had been excited by the waves of surprises. The audience who had come with the 

mentality of a bystander were now sitting up straight, concerned about the final price of this magical 

skin care product. 

The experienced reporters also raised their cameras and video cameras. 

Feng Jing smiled.”I’m sure everyone’s interested in the introduction. How much will we be selling this 

product that’s made from all – Natural Chinese medicine ingredients?” 

At this point, Feng Ye paused and deliberately kept her in suspense. 

“Our jaded skin ointment uses 35 kinds of precious Chinese medicinal materials, of which at least ten are 

very rare,” she said.”Moreover, the production environment is extremely harsh. If there’s a slight flaw, 



the entire batch of jaded skin ointment must be thrown away, which also causes our cost to be 

extremely high.” 

The audience and netizens couldn’t help but sigh in their hearts. There was no such thing as a free lunch 

in this world. If the effect of the jaded skin cream was really as good as what the celebrities said, then 

the price would definitely be quite touching. It was definitely not something that ordinary people could 

afford. 

“Our sales team had a heated discussion about the pricing plan,” Feng Jing continued with a 

smile.”Some of our colleagues felt that if the price is lower than 3000 Yuan, we’ll be out of business. But 

...” 

Feng Jing looked at the audience and continued,””Our company’s principle has always been to walk the 

path of quality products, but we also hope that good products can be used by more people and let more 

people enjoy the effects of the magical Chinese medicine. Therefore, we would rather reduce our profits 

and at the same time, strive for perfection in the production process to reduce the waste rate and 

reduce costs.” 

“Alright, let’s cut to the chase. Let’s reveal the price!” Feng ke said. 

She pressed the PowerPoint Remote control, and a set of numbers floated over from the distance. They 

quickly combined and froze on the screen at 588 Yuan! 

The moment this price was announced, it immediately caused another wave of exclamations. 

Feng Jing had made so much preparation, and even though the final price wasn’t cheap, it was far lower 

than what everyone had expected. 

“That’s right,” Feng Rao said with a smile.”The final price for our basic Jade skin cream Series is 588 Yuan 

a bottle. Our purpose is to let more people enjoy the miraculous effects of Chinese medicine!” Because 

you don’t have to use it every day, one bottle is enough to use normally for two to three months. After 

using it, you basically don’t need to use other essence water, moisturizer, face masks, etc., So I believe 

that even the working class can afford this price!” 
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Chapter 1189: Feng Jing’s surprise (3) 

 

Feng Jing’s words received a round of applause. 

Feng Jing pressed the PowerPoint on the remote control, and two more sets of prices appeared on the 

screen. They were 1888 Yuan and 3888 Yuan. 

Feng Jing continued,”to target different consumer groups, we’ve also launched two other products. 

They are the 1888 RMB congealed fat series and the 3888 RMB jaded bones ice Skin Series. Different 

prices mean different levels of purification and different effects. I can guarantee that you get what you 

pay for. You can choose the grade that suits you according to your financial ability!” 



The price did not surprise everyone. 

After all, if a product wanted to dominate the market, it had to distinguish between the consumer 

groups and launch different prices and quality products for different groups. Only by forming a ladder 

could the benefits be maximized. 

This is simply a matter of one willing to fight and the other willing to suffer. Yingluo, we won’t force you 

to buy the most expensive products. There are products that cost hundreds, thousands, and even more 

than three thousand Yuan. You can choose whatever grade you want. 

Just when everyone thought that the bidding was over, Feng Jing pressed the remote control in her 

hand again. 

The prices of the three sets had all disappeared, and in their place was a beautiful crystal bottle. 

Feng Jing smiled.”The three series of products we just announced are all our mass – produced products. 

Next, I’m going to introduce to you our limited – edition Jade skin cream, the secret code series!” 

Feng Jing pointed at the big screen behind her and said,””As everyone can see, our skin code series 

limited edition Jade skin cream is made up of 33 layers of natural crystals stacked together. There are 

even three fixed rings made of Platinum on the outside. This is a beautiful piece of art in itself!” 

“Moreover, it’s not just the packaging that’s luxurious!” Feng Rao smiled and said,”the skin code series 

limited edition jaded skin cream. It’s hand – made by our research team according to the ancient recipe. 

On top of that, we also added expensive essential oil Ingredients. You can say that we’ve done the best 

we can do so far. Naturally, the effect is much better than the mass – produced version!” 

As this was a limited edition product, Feng Jing didn’t want to beat around the bush and directly 

said,””Limited by the harsh requirements of the process and production environment, our skin code 

series of jaded skin cream is sold in a limited number of 300 bottles a year, 100 of which are sold in 

China and 200 are sold overseas.” 

“In terms of price, it’s 880000 Yuan a bottle in China and 150000 euros a bottle overseas!” Feng Rao said 

with confidence. 

Everyone couldn’t help but gasp after hearing this. 

This paradise company really dared to set a price! This price was already the price of a top international 

luxury brand. Were they that confident? 

However, most of the audience were just amazed. They couldn’t afford the limited edition anyway, so it 

didn’t matter how high the price was. 

As for the big bosses of the e – commerce market who didn’t lack money, they naturally didn’t change 

their expressions. Liu Dong even secretly decided that if the effect of the jaded skin cream was really 

that good, he would buy two limited edition bottles for his wife. The crystal bottles alone were so 

pleasing to the eye! 

The press conference could be said to be a great success. 



Today’s announcement segment was coming to an end. Feng Jing secretly heaved a sigh of relief. At 

least she didn’t screw up on stage. In fact, she had been quite nervous before she went on stage. Her 

legs were even trembling. However, once she went on stage, she was so focused that she forgot about 

her nervousness. 

Just as Feng Jing was about to announce the release date and invite everyone to the experience area to 

try out the jaded skin cream, her assistant, Liu Qian’s voice suddenly came from her earpiece,””Director 

Feng, the chairman has informed us to add a new segment!” 

 

? 

Chapter 1190: Popular before sale (1) 

 

Feng Jing was slightly taken aback, but she maintained a faint smile on her face and did not say anything. 

She knew that Liu Qian would definitely convey Xia ruofei’s orders to her in the shortest possible time. 

Sure enough, Liu Qian immediately said,””The chairman said to arrange for President Liu of kyokuboku 

group to give a speech on stage.” 

Feng Rao nodded and smiled.”Next, let us welcome the founder and CEO of kyokuboku group, Mr. Liu 

Dong, on stage with a warm round of applause!” 

Feng Rao looked in Xia ruofei’s direction. 

As the lights were dim, she could not see clearly. She could only see a faint smile on Xia ruofei’s face. 

Liu Dong, who was standing beside Xia ruofei, stood up and buttoned his suit as he strolled towards the 

stage. 

At the entrance of the stage, he took the microphone from Liu Qian and then strode to the center of the 

stage. 

Liu Dong smiled at Feng Jing and said,””Congratulations, Mr. Feng. Today’s press conference was very 

successful. I think your jaded skin cream will be popular before it’s even sold!” 

“Thank you, boss Liu!” Feng Rao replied with a smile. 

She didn’t know Xia ruofei’s intention of arranging for Liu Dong to go on stage, so she didn’t say 

anything more and just let Liu Dong take control of the stage. 

Liu Dong quickly turned to the audience and spoke into the microphone,”Just now, in the audience, the 

bosses of Jumei group, Weiping shopping mall, Gold Rush Group, and several other e – commerce 

companies have reached a preliminary consensus with Chairman Xia of peach blossom company. Now, 

on behalf of these e – commerce companies, and of course, our jingbei shopping mall, I am very 

honored to announce something!” 

At this point, Liu Dong paused and looked around the audience, then continued,””That is ... Peach 

blossom company’s Jade skin cream will be sold at the same time in our five e – commerce companies! 



For the specific online time, you can pay attention to the official website of paradise Corporation or the 

website of our five companies ‘shopping mall. Our jingbei group will open a reservation channel at 

midnight tonight. Friends who are interested can make a reservation first! You’ll get first – hand 

information on the sale of the jaded skin cream!” 

Feng Rao was surprised and overjoyed. She was immersed in joy. 

Products, publicity, and channels were all indispensable. 

The Paradise Corporation didn’t lack good products. Now, their funds were much richer than before, 

and the funds for publicity were also much more abundant. This press conference was a very good 

example, and it could be said that they had put in a lot of money. 

However, the construction of the channel was not done overnight. 

E – commerce companies like kyokuboku group and gold Rush Group controlled the largest sales 

channels in China. 

Nowadays, online shopping had become a part of life. As long as one could keep up with the times, they 

were used to buying things on the gold – Rush group’s Taobao and Skycat. A considerable number of 

people relied more on kyokubei mall when buying home appliances, office computers, mobile tablets, 

and other products. 

The sales of the cosmetics in Jumei mall, Weiping mall, and so on were also quite amazing. 

The fact that these e – commerce sites could sell the jaded skin cream at the same time solved a big 

problem that had been troubling Feng Jing for a long time. 

Moreover, looking at Liu Dong’s state, it was clear that this was not as simple as providing channels. It 

was obvious that e – commerce websites such as jingbei group would invest a lot of resources such as 

advertising spots on the front page to promote the Yushi cream. 

With a good product, an explosive and hot news conference, and now an invincible channel, the 

popularity of the jaded skin cream was irreversible ... 

After the audience stopped clapping, Liu Dong continued,””I’ve just talked to director Xia in the 

audience. Not only will our jingbei shopping mall provide jaded skin cream at three prices, but the 

limited edition skin password series will also be the first sale on our five websites worldwide! If you are 

interested, don’t miss this opportunity. You should know that there are only 100 bottles of secret Jade 

skin cream sold in China every year!” 

After speaking, Liu Dong smiled at Feng Jing and left the stage. 

Feng Rao quickly recovered from her joy and quickly said,””Dear guests and media friends! That’s all the 

content we’re going to release today! Next, everyone can enter the experience area that we have 

specially set up from the East Passage. We have prepared a large number of jaded skin cream 

experience equipment for everyone. You can try the magical effects of jaded skin cream for yourself!” 

“Friends who wish to leave, please take the West corridor. Don’t forget to collect your gifts at the 

entrance counter. Our company has prepared two Jade skin cream experience suits and one of miss 



Dave’s new album for everyone!” Feng Jing bowed to the audience and said,”alright, thank you for 

coming! Thank you! Thank you!” 

As soon as Feng Jing finished speaking, the lights on the stage dimmed. She walked towards the 

entrance of the stage and removed the microphone. 

In just a few minutes, Feng Jing felt like she had just taken part in a long race. She felt completely 

exhausted. 

Fortunately, the press conference went well and the results were far better than expected, so she felt 

relaxed at the moment. 

“Boss Feng, well done!” Xia ruofei personally stood at the entrance to welcome Feng Jing. 

Feng Rao glanced at Xia ruofei and said,””What’s the use of saying it now when you’re lazy and refused 

to do it? I’m willing to do anything for you, capitalist!” 

 


